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ABOUT ME 

I am a software engineer who focused on full stack, using the various stacks mentioned in the skills section. 

However, I'm not limited to that pile and open to learning new stacks and taking on new challenges. 

 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES 

 

PT Global Putera Asia (The Big Rich Group) 09/2022 - Present 

Software Engineer 

 Build and develop ERP systems, Company Profiles, and Mobile Applications using Laravel, 

Angular, VueJS and Ionic. 

 Collaborate with other team members in overcoming technical problems and in working on new 
systems. 

 Deploy the system to multiple environments such as development, staging and production 

environment. 

 Contribute to system workflow design and feature design for applications : Merchandising, 

Inventory, POS (Point Of Sales). 

 Build and develop RESTfull API for system requirements. 

 To train junior software engineers so they can build a system according to what the user needs. 

 Optimize queries to improve application performance. 

 Provide ideas in the development of systems that will be used for retail businesses. 

 

PT. GELAEL SUPERMARKET JUN 2019 – SEP 2022 

Information Technology 

 Developed a web application that allows users to register member for Gelael Supermarket. 

 Allow members to check points and transaction history from web application. 

 Testing and simulation web application for membership. 

 Deploy application to web hosting. 

 Reporting work progress from vendor to manager department. 

 Ensure the network and server conditions are running well. 

 Implementation of the program to the Gelael Supermarket branch and also training users with 

existing programs. 

 Documenting users requests, problems, and bugs related to programs that have been used, and give 

document to vendor for fixed. 

 

EDUCATION 

Sekolah Tinggi Manajemen Informatika dan Komputer Jakarta STI&K 2020 – Present 
Bachelor of Science in Information Systems 
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SKILLS AND INTERESTS 

 

 PHP 

 Laravel 

 Node.js 

 Typescript 

 Golang 

 

 AngularJS 

 Vue.js 

 Dart 

 Flutter 

 SQL 

 

 Git 

 Github 

 Gitlab 

 SQL 

 Linux Administrator 

 

 

LANGUANGES 

English Indonesia 

 


